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I am Back..with new Ideas and Poems.. this time gonna rock...
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Life
 
Three passions have governed my life:
The longings for love, the search for knowledge,
And unbearable pity for the suffering of [humankind].
 
Love brings ecstasy and relieves loneliness.
In the union of love I have seen
In a mystic miniature the prefiguring vision
Of the heavens that saints and poets have imagined.
 
With equal passion I have sought knowledge.
I have wished to understand the hearts of [people].
I have wished to know why the stars shine.
 
Love and knowledge led upwards to the heavens,
But always pity brought me back to earth;
Cries of pain reverberated in my heart
Of children in famine, of victims tortured
And of old people left helpless.
I long to alleviate the evil, but I cannot,
And I too suffer.
 
This has been my life; I found it worth living.
 
Mrunal Nandankar
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Lord O Lord
 
Thank you, O Lord
 
Thank you, O Lord your love is boundless,
Thank you, your presence is our peace.
Thank you, O Lord for so much goodness,
Thank you, your mercies never cease.
 
Thank you, for giving us this moment,
Thank you, for every joy we share.
Thank you, for all our friends and neighbours,
Thank you, for those who love and care.
 
Mrunal Nandankar
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Success
 
Success is not measured by how much a man has,
But how much he has done,
How far he has gone.
Success is the basic human knowledge,
Of how well a man has done.
It is not taken lightly,
Or as it shouldn't be.
This is a serious task.
One given to man by fate.
Only you can determine your success.
Only people can comment it.
Push your self to the limit,
Gas far as you can,
Strive for it,
For it is important,
Your success.
One of the most important traits of human kind,
Taken for granted by the rich,
And serious by the poor.
We all have it in us,
What it takes to be a success.
We just have to reach in deep enough,
And we will soon find the success in us,
That has been lying there all a long.
Success is key to all of life's compances,
Enjoy it while it lasts.
 
Mrunal Nandankar
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The Rain
 
Sometimes I wish I could be The Rain,
So that I could connect to million of hearts,
The Rain which connects the sky to the earth,
The Rain in which everyone live a moment,
Sometimes I wish I could be The Rain..
 
The Rain which shows Pain,
The Rain which shows sorrow,
I wish I could be The Rain.
 
I wish to be every single dropp of Rain,
Drop that come out of Happiness,
I wish to be the dropp of love,
I wish to be the dropp of.......
Sometimes I wish I could be The Rain.
 
I wish to get reflected by the Sunlight,
To form the Rainbow, bring colour in the life of people,
Sometimes I Just wish...Just wish to be The Rain..
 
Mrunal Nandankar
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What Is Fear?
 
Fear is stormy weather
Fear is light as a feather
Fear is rain
Fear is pain
Fear is hiding in the dark
Fear is lingering at the park
Fear is not your friend
Fear is hard to comprehend
Fear is not knowing what to do
Fear is what ever he wants to
Fear is turning out the lights
Fear is having no sight
Fear is going to give you a thrill
Fear is also going to make you kill
Fear is never fun
Fear is going to make you run
Fear is that scary little voice
Fear is going to give you no other choice
Fear is losing someone
Fear is like a loaded gun
Fear is something you can't control
Fear is something you can't unfold
Fear is the opposite of love
Fear is what we're made of
Fear is not going to please
Fear is always me...
 
Mrunal Nandankar
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